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INTRODUCTION
Previous contributions [5] have shown how to use traffic volume measurements to support
transport channel switching and network optimization.  This contribution describes how the
traffic delay should be measured in the UE uplink in order to improve transport channel
switching and network optimization. Since the uplink has a common RACH channel, a common
CPCH channel, and a dedicated type of transport channels it is essential for the system capacity
that the network has full control of when and why a UE should use one or the other of these
types of channels.  Though traffic volume measurements may provide be sufficient input to RNC
for control of circuit style services, packet services also require the measurement of delay
characteristics to assess network performance.  Finally this contribution describes how the delay
measurements could be implemented and what quantity to use for delay measurements.

DISCUSSION

The Need for Traffic Delay Measurements:

Traffic volume measurements alone are not sufficient to assess the performance of UE uplink
transmissions for packet services.  Traffic volume measurements report the size of the RLC
buffer payload in units of octets.  While traffic volume may be related to traffic delay, the are
independent measures of performance.  Traffic volume may be very high while traffic delay may
be very low when upper layer applications provide uplink data in large segments (e.g. file
transfers) under very low network loading conditions.  Similarly traffic volume may be very low
while traffic delay may be high when upper layer uplink data is limited (URL requests) and
sporadic under very high network loading conditions.  In addition, throughput delay has
traditionally been a useful parameter to study and optimize network performance for multi-
access networks.  Uplink traffic delay measurements would be beneficial for UTRAN.

Uplink traffic delay is a useful parameter to consider when assessing network performance and
allocating network resources.  For a UE which is assigned CPCH resources, a high uplink traffic
delay may indicate the need for a network adjustment.  The UE may be switched to a dedicated
channel.  The network may allocate additional CPCH channels to the CPCH set in use by the



UE.  The UE may be reassigned to a different CPCH set in which the traffic loading is much
lower.

Uplink traffic delay measurements are similar in many ways to uplink traffic volume
measurements.  Both use identical measurement objects: data in RLC buffers.  Both may use
similar measurement reporting criteria: periodic or threshold.  Additional measurement reporting
quantities apply equally well to delay measurements as to volume measurements.  For these
reasons, and to minimize the impact on the UTRAN specifications, it is proposed to consider
traffic delay measurements as new additional measurement quantities to be reported using the
Traffic Volume Measurement Type already defined in the specifications.

An initial consideration of the sources of uplink traffic delay in the UE suggests that two
different delay measures may be sufficient to characterize performance.  Buffer delay is defined
to be the uplink traffic delay while data is in Layer 2 buffers waiting for an opportunity to access
the radio network.  Radio access delay is defined to be the uplink traffic delay in Layer 1 while
the UE contends for access on a common uplink channel.  Buffer delay will normally be much
larger than radio access delay.  Radio access delay provides additional performance insight that
is not apparent in buffer delay alone.  For instance a UE may experience high buffer delay with
low radio access delay when the UE is permitted quick and easy access CPCH channels, but only
to CPCH channels with low capacity (low data rate and/or very short max packet length).

Finally note that although this contribution was drafted primarily to address network
optimization for uplink CPCH services, the traffic delay measurement approach described here is
general and will apply equally to RACH and DCH uplink channels.

Measurement of Traffic Delay:

Buffer delay is operationally defined to be the time between the arrival of a block of data in the
RLC data buffer and the first output of that transport block to PHY for uplink transmission.  The
time is rounded up to the next frame and quantified in number of frames (10-msec resolution).
Buffer delay is equivalent to the time the data spends in Layer 2.

Radio access delay is operationally defined to be the time between the first output of that
transport block to PHY for uplink transmission until the transport block is transmitted on the
CPCH channel air interface.  This period may include multiple unsuccessful access attempts to
busy CPCH channels, collision backoff s, etc. The time is rounded up to the next frame and
quantified in number of frames (10-msec resolution).  Each channel access is measured.  Radio
access delay is equivalent to the time the data spends in Layer 1.

Buffer delay may be a useful measure for all uplink channels.  Radio access delay is a useful
measure for contention based uplink channels (RACH or CPCH), but may provide little
information about uplink operation with DCH channels.

Uplink traffic throughout delay, the traditional concept, is the simple sum of Buffer delay plus
Radio access delay for any given measurement period.
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Figure 2.  Concept for UplinkTraffic Delay Measurements

Traffic delay distribution statistics have been used in many systems to tune network
performance. In order to address the distribution of traffic delays while limiting the complexity
of the measurement for the UE, only two measures are proposed here for each traffic delay: an
average measurement and the maximum measurement.

Average traffic delay measurements require a specified averaging period to be meaningful. If the
measurement criterion is periodic, the assumed averaging period will be the measurement period.
If the measurement criterion is immediate (periodic without period specified), an averaging
period must be specified in the measurement control message.  If the measurement is to be a
threshold measurement, an averaging period must be specified in the measurement control
message so that a sliding window average measurement may be performed.

Figure 2 shows the use of timestamps to permit the measurement of the traffic delays for CPCH.
In this concept the MAC layer implements the uplink traffic delay measurements.  When traffic



delay measurements are requested by RNC, RLC timestamps (TSA, in the figure) the arrival of
upper layer data blocks into the specified RLC buffer.  MAC receives this timestamp with each
uplink transport block from RLC.  MAC then timestamps (TSC1) the first transmission of the
transport block to PHY for uplink transmission.   If the access to the uplink is granted, PHY
transmits the transport block and returns a status indicator signifying that the data has been
successfully transmitted.  MAC then timestamps (TSC2) the arrival of the data sent status
indicator.  If PHY is unable to transmit the transport block, it returns a status indicator with an
event code explaining the cause.  MAC would then take an appropriate response, e.g. retransmit
the transport block later, or retransmit the transport block on a different CPCH channel.
Assuming the timestamp values are integers equivalent to current frame number, the required
traffic delay measures are simply the difference between the timestamps.

Buffer delay  =  TSC1 – TSA

Radio access delay  =  TSC2 - TSC1

The above concept is not the only way to implement these traffic delay measurements. Other
implementations are possible and the specifications should remain neutral on implementation
techniques.  This contribution proposes only that the operational definition of the new required
measurements be accepted and that the measurements are to be performed in the MAC layer.  In
this way the interlayer primitives may be correctly defined in the specifications.

Means to Limit Amount of Delay Reporting:

In contribution [5], Ericsson explains the issue of limiting measurement reports when triggered
by a threshold-crossing event for uplink traffic volume measurements.  The same analysis and
conclusions apply equally well to traffic delay measurements.  Traffic delay threshold
measurement reports may be limited by specifying time to trigger and pending time after trigger.
These items are already defined in the specifications for measurements of type “Traffic Volume
Measurement”.  Since traffic delay measurements may be added as a new measurement quantity
to measurements of type “Traffic Volume Measurement”, the same report limiting capability will
apply to traffic delay measurements

PROPOSAL

The following changes should be incorporated into the latest version of TS25.331, RRC Protocol
Specification.  The baseline text listed here for these changes is from R2-99714 [4] which is the
latest version of the spec.

8.3.7 Procedures related to measurement and monitoring

Monitored cells are grouped in the UE into two different categories:

1. Cells that belong to the active set. User information is sent from all these cells and they are simultaneously
demodulated and coherently combined. These cells are involved in soft handover.

2. Cells that are not included in the active set, but are monitored for handover belong to the monitored set.



From an RRC point of view, the UE measurements can be grouped with respect to the type of measurement
performed in theUE, i.e., what the UE shall measure. Examples are:

 
• Intra-frequency measurements: measurements on downlink physical channels with the same frequency as the

active set.
 
• Inter-frequency measurements: measurements on downlink physical channels with frequencies that differ from

the frequency of the active set.
 
• Inter-system measurements: measurements on downlink physical channels belonging to another radio access

system than UTRAN, e.g. PDC or GSM.
 
• Traffic volume measurements: measurements on uplink traffic volume or uplink traffic delay.

• Quality measurements: Measurements of quality parameters, e.g. downlink transport block error rate.

• Internal measurements: Measurements of UE transmission power and UE received signal level.

10.2.7.15 Traffic volume measurement quantity

 
Contains the measurement quantity information for a traffic volume measurement.

 Parameters REFERENCE TYPE NOTE
RLC buffer payload OM
Buffer delay average O Note 1
Buffer delay maximum O Note 1
Radio access delay average O Note 2
Radio access delay maximum O Note 2

(Note: If there is no other measurement quantity, this parameter can be removed since it can be implicitly known by
UE.

Note 1: Buffer delay is operationally defined to be the time between the arrival of a block of data in the RLC data
buffer and the first output of that transport block to PHY for uplink transmission.  The time is rounded up to the next
frame and quantified in number of frames (10-msec resolution). Buffer delay is equivalent to the time the data
spends in Layer 2.

Note 2: Radio access delay is operationally defined to be the time between the first output of that transport block to
PHY for uplink transmission until the transport block is transmitted on the CPCH channel air interface.  This period
may include multiple unsuccessful access attempts to busy CPCH channels, collision backoff s, etc. The time is
rounded up to the next frame and quantified in number of frames (10-msec resolution).  Each channel access is
measured.  Radio access delay is equivalent to the time the data spends in Layer 1.)

10.2.7.22 Traffic volume reporting quantity

Contains the reporting quantity information for a traffic volume measurement.



 Parameters REFERENCE TYPE NOTE
RLC buffer payload for each RAB O
Buffer delay average for each RAB O
Buffer delay maximum for each RAB O
Radio access delay avg for each RAB O
Radio access delay max for each RAB O

DL Transport CH BLER O
DL Transport CH BER O FFS
UE Transmission Power O
UE Position O
Cell ID O FFS

(Note: It is FFS whether the reporting quantity parameters used in different measurement types can be used
commonly for all types of reporting quantity. If they can, only “Reporting Quantity” is enough instead of specifying 5
types of reporting quantity.

10.2.7.27 Traffic volume measurement reporting criteria

 
Contains the measurement reporting criteria information for a traffic volume measurement.

 Parameters REFERENCE TYPE NOTE
Common parameter
for all transport CH

Transport CH ID MFor each
transport CH Threshold M

Time to trigger M Indicates the period of time
between the timing of event
detection and the timing of
sending Measurement Report.

Pending time after
trigger

M Indicates the period of time
during which it is forbidden to
send any new measurement
reports with the same
measurement ID even if the
triggering condition is fulfilled
again.

Amount of reporting M Measurement for the indicated
Transport CH ID is “released”
after the indicated amount of
reporting from the UE itself.
FFS

Reporting interval M Indicates the interval of periodical
report during the event is in the
detected state
FFS

Delay averaging
period

O For traffic delay measurements
only.  Indicates period to use for
immediate or threshold
measurements of average
delays.



10.2.7.36 Measured results

Contains the measured results of the quantity indicated optionally by Reporting Quantity in Measurement Control.
"Measured results" can be used for both event trigger mode and periodical reporting mode.

 Parameters REFERENCE TYPE NOTE
RAB ID
+ RLC buffers payload

O

RAB ID
+Buffer delay average

O

RAB ID
+Buffer delay maximum

O

RAB ID
+Radio access delay average

O

RAB ID
+Radio access delay maximum

O

PCCPCH Info
+ Primary CCPCH RX Ec/I0

O

PCCPCH Info
+ Primary CCPCH RX SIR
(RSCP/ISCP)

O FFS

PCCPCH Info
+ Primary CCPCH RX power (RSCP)

O FFS

PCCPCH Info
+ Path loss

O FFS

PCCPCH Info
+ Path loss plus UL load

O FFS

PCCPCH Info
+ Measured time difference to cell

O

DL Transport CH BLER O
DL Transport CH BER O FFS
UE Transmission Power O
UE Position O
Cell ID O FFS
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